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The BRUNNER  Assembly Crane
Good tools are the basis for economic creation in the trade. 

Until 20 years ago, the tool box and the mortar box of a 
stove builder were still sufficientto put together tiles, heating 
door and fireclay mortar to form a stove.These were all small 
parts and easy to transport. Today heavy sometimes bulky 
fireplace inserts or boiler devices must be processed.If it is a 
logistical achievement to get these devices into the 
construction site, the final challenge is often to place 200 - 
500 kg millimeter accurate on a kiln base without danger.For 
this last act, we now have a hand-operated assembly crane 
in cooperation with several craft companies.Designed for 
loads up to 750 kg, which is specially tailored to the 
needs of the construction site of a stove builder.

TÜV-tested according to the Machinery Directive 
2006/42 / EG as well as DIN EN 13157. 

This means not only a functional test but also load and 
overload tests, required stability as well as the 
consideration of ergonomic aspects with reasonable 
predictable use. 

We offer you and your team a new rock-solid tool that 
reduces physical strain and its dangers. The design to 750 
kg, therefore, to have enough safety reserves. The BMK 
750 can be dismantled and can be carried in any 
Transporter. The pricing is based on the pure 
manufacturing costs plus the components used and their 
assembly.

BMK 750 
Lifting capacity: 
Net weight, total: 
Transport weight: 
Lifting height max .: 
Net sales price: 

max. 750 kg 
115 kg
63 + 52 kg
250 cm
1.515, - €

The BMK 750 is a service offer from BRUNNER 
and not discountable
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Heavy becomes light as a feather

The new BRUNNER BMK 750 assembly crane.
For safe lifting and placing of our heaters and others heavier items. 
Good maneuverability and easy operation.
Quick set up and stow away.

Exclusively for BRUNNER partners.




